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After years of manual work, the building

firm Jänsch, based in Braunschweig (North

Germany), gets to know the advantages of a

plastering machine.

machine.

The Right Decision - PFT RITMO
Mr. Jänsch asked his local construction
machinery trader Kurt König, Braun-
schweig, to give him an overview of the
most popular plastering and conveying
machines. Mr. Wendehake, an employee of
Kurt König, presented the PFT product ran-
ge to Mr. Jänsch. And to provide even mo-
re extensive information, Kurt König also
invited Mr. Jänsch to the BAUMA, the worl-
d's largest construction machinery fair, in
Munich.

At the PFT stand, Mr. Jänsch experienced
for the first time a practical demonstra-
tion of PFT's smallest mixing pump, the
PFT RITMO. After receiving professional
advice, Mr. Jänsch made an appointment
with Kurt König, concerning another de-
monstration of the machine on one of his
building sites. The job to be done was the
application of an exterior plaster to the
walls of a vocational school.

The First On-Site Test
The first material applied with the aid of
the PFT RITMO was an “MEP leicht” ce-

Changing over to Machine-
Application with a PFT RITMO

The PFT RITMO was ideal
for the application of the
“MEP leicht” cement-lime
plaster used.

Thanks to the bag
opener and the low fil-
ling height of the PFT
RITMO, the bags were
quickly opened and
the material was neat-
ly fed to the machine.

ment-lime plaster. Mr. Wendehake, the
technician of Kurt König, explained all tips
and tricks that would be relevant in con-
nection with the use of this machine to
Mr. Jänsch and his workers.

After they had used the PFT RITMO them-
selves and gained a first-hand experience
of its practical advantages, the machine
simply had to be purchased!

Since every end customer is entitled to a
free, initial on-site maintenance service on
the day of the first operation of a new
PFT machine, it goes without saying that
Mr. Wendehake im-
mediately carried out
this service and then
left the machine di-
rectly on Mr. Jänsch's
job site. ■

The construction firm Jänsch was establis-
hed by Hans Werner Jänsch in 1998. In
the field of building construction, the bu-
siness specialises in new buildings, rehabi-
litation projects, heat insulation systems,
extensions and alterations. About six
years after the establishment of his firm,
Mr. Jänsch decided to look for a suitable
plastering machine that would help him
with as many jobs as possible.

“Since competitive pressure is increasing,
it is important to meet the schedules of
construction orders. And usually, this can-
not be achieved without the help of ma-
chines. Besides, a good machine will also
make work easier for my employees,”
says Mr. Jänsch. For these reasons, he fi-
nally resolved to buy a plastering 




